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Abstract. Service-oriented integration typically combines top-down 
development with bottom-up reverse engineering. Top-down development 
starts from requirements and ends with implementation. Bottom-up reverse 
engineering starts from available components and data sources. Often, the 
integrating business processes are directly linked to the reverse-engineered web 
services, resulting in a high degree of technology coupling. This in turn leads to 
a low level of maintainability and low reusability. The Model-Driven 
Architecture (MDA) provides an approach aimed at achieving technology 
independency through full top-down development. However, this approach 
does not handle the bottom-up reverse-engineered components very well. In this 
paper, an approach is introduced that combines top-down with bottom-up 
realization, while minimizing the technology coupling. This is achieved by an 
explicit buffer between top-down and bottom-up. “High-level” web services are 
derived through top-down development, whereas “Low-level” web services are 
reverse-engineered, and a mapping is created between the two. The approach 
focuses on engineering web services reversely, while retaining the advantages 
of the MDA with respect to platform independency, maintainability and 
reusability.   

Topics: Business Service Modeling, Service Assembly. 
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1   Introduction 

Various approaches have been proposed for developing enterprise information 
systems (EISs) in a top-down manner [1],[2]. An important characteristic of a pure 
top-down development approach is that it starts from the desired business situation 
(rather than from the current situation) and finally results in the implementation of a 
new system. In the approaches adopted by [1],[2] the Model-Driven Architecture 
(MDA) plays an important role. Models serve as a better form of communication with 
the domain expert than code does, and so the domain expert can be given a bigger role 
in the development process. A Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [3] can also play 
an important role in the top-down development of reconfigurable business processes. 
A bottom-up approach, in contrast, starts from a system’s existing components 
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(including data sources). The SOA enables publishing of legacy components into the 
standard form of web services. An effective combination of top-down and bottom-up 
development is clearly required because enterprises both need to reuse their legacy 
components and work toward a desired business situation. 

According to the standard SOA integration approach top-down development 
results in process realizations. These processes are directly linked to the web services 
that result from the bottom-up reverse engineering of legacy components. Changes in 
the relatively autonomous legacy components have an impact on the business 
processes. Thus, due to this form of technology coupling, the process model no longer 
reflects the “real” business process and becomes less understandable to the domain 
expert, making it more difficult for him/her to maintain. So, linking top-down and 
bottom-up development in this way undermines flexibility. 

This paper presents an alternative approach to the linking of top-down and bottom-
up development in a SOA on the basis of which technology decoupling is achieved. 
This approach improves the integration of MDA and SOA, as already presented by 
other authors [4][5].  

2   Example from the Financial Sector 

Generally, banks already have several components and data sources at their disposal, 
and they may integrate these by adopting a SOA approach. This example represents a 
highly simplified process of loan provision. The main legacy component is a data 
source. The schema of the initial database contains two tables: client and loan (Fig. 
1a). Fig. 1 also shows the bottom-up reverse-engineered web services that represent 
this data source. 

Web Services:

GetClientObject(), 
GetClientObjectForSocialSecurityID(),   
GetClientObjects(), GetNextClientObject(), 
GetPreviousClientObject(), 

GetLoanObject(), 
GetLoanObjectForLoanId(),      
GetLoanObjects() GetNextLoanObject() 
GetPreviousLoanObject() 
GetLoanObjectsForSocialSecurityID(). 

Client

SocialSecurityId Name

BehindWithPayments

Loan

LoanId SocialSecurityId LoanAmount

b)

a)

SocialSecurityId Name CreditWorthiness

 

Fig. 1. Initial data structure and some web services 

Fig. 2 shows a part of the business process model. The business process invokes 
the web service GetClientForSocialSecurityID() directly from an activity in the 
process. The SocialSecurityID of the Client has to be passed on to the LoanProvision 
subprocess, which can only continue if the client is creditworthy. The second activity 
in the process therefore involves the calculation of creditworthiness by iterating over 
all loans to assess whether in one of these loans the value of the 
“BehindWithPayments” property is set to true.  
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Now, the bank may decide to add a new “CreditWorthiness” property to the Client 
table (Fig. 1b). From the perspective of the business process, it is irrelevant whether 
creditworthiness is calculated in advance and stored as a Client attribute, or calculated 
at the time it is being requested in the process. However, the process will be strongly 
impacted by this change: the additional activity of calculating creditworthiness is no 
longer required.  

This example shows that in a standard top-down and bottom-up integration, 
changes in the structure of the data sources of the bottom-up web services have an 
undesired impact on the structure of the business process. 

Start business process

End business process

Creditworthiness =NotOk

Creditworthiness=OK

SubProcess Loan Provision

Input: SocialSecurityID

Output: New Loan

WebService: GetClientObjectForSocialSecurityID

Input: SocialSecurityID

Output: ClientInfo

Web Service: GetLoanObjectsForSocialSecurityID

FOR EACH Loan: 

IF BehindWithPayments=True THEN 

Creditworthiness = NotOk

Input: SocialSecurityID

Output: Creditworthiness

 

Fig. 2. Initial Business process of providing loans to clients 

3   Approach 

Figure 3 illustrates the solution presented in this paper. The solution itself is 
represented in the middle of the figure. Figure 3a, b and c are used to indicate the 
application of the solution to the example. The solution contains the following main 
components: 

1. The solution applies the standard MDA subdivision between PIM (Platform 
Independent Model), PSM (Platform Specific Model) and Implementation. The 
lowest implementation part is represented by BPEL and WSDL files for the 
executable business process and web services that can be invoked. In a PSM a 
process is modeled in a SOA-specific way, indicating which activities call which 
web services, where these are located etc. (See [4] for a SOA specific UML 
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profile). A PIM may be a process model invoking interfaces that map to web 
services (See also [5]); Figure 3a depicts the PIM process model in our example, 
which abstracts from the implementation of creditworthiness. 

2. New in comparison to other approaches to integrating MDA and SOA [4][5] is that 
the PIM not only contains a process model but also a data model. While the PIM 
process model serves to do top-down development of the BPEL process 
implementation, the PIM data model serves to do a top-down development of a set 
of so-called “high-level” (abbreviated: hl) web services (abbreviated: ws). Figure 
3b shows the PIM data model and corresponding high-level web services. Thus, 
the addition of a data-model serves to enable a full-fledged top-down derivation of 
an implementation.  

PIM
process

PSM
process

PSM
wshl

WS
WSDL

BPEL

derive

generate

invokes

PSM
wsll

WS
WSDL

reverse

PIM
data model
+interfaces

generate

generate

Intermediate layer

invokes

invokes

Client

SocialSecurityID (PK)

IBAN

Creditworthiness

Loan

LoanId (PK)

SocialSecurityID (FK)

LoanAmount

1

0..*

HLGetClientObject(),
HLGetClientObjectForSocialSecurityID(),
HLGetClientObjects(), GetNextClientObject(),
HLGetPreviousClientObject(), 

HLGetLoanObject(),
HLGetLoanObjectForLoanId(),
HLGetLoanObjects() HLGetNextLoanObject()
HLGetPreviousLoanObject()

HLGetLoanObjectsForSocialSecurityID().

c

Creditworthi
ness =NotOk

Creditworthiness
=OK

SubProcess Loan
Provision

Activity: 

getClientObject

a
b

HLGetClientObject

LLgetClientObject

LLgetLoanObjectsForSSID

FOR EACH Loan

IF BehindWithPayments…

 

Fig. 3. Illustration of the approach 

3. Another new element is the use of an intermediate decoupling layer between the 
top-down derived high-level web services and the web service that have been 
bottom-up reverse-engineered on the basis of legacy components. These web 
services will be called the “low-level” (abbreviated: ll) web services. The 
intermediate layer has been implemented by means of a simple design-time 
composition. In figure 3c the mapping is presented between high-level web services 
based on the data model of b, and the web services based on the database schema as 
presented in Fig. 1a. This mapping itself is presented and realized by means of a 
process model. The high-level low-level mapping can absorb unwanted changes 
from bottom-up to  top-down. Thus, changing the database to the one presented in 
Fig. 1b does not affect the process. The mapping can, moreover, hide semantic 
heterogeneity aspects and integrate the results of different low-level web services. 
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4   Related Work and Future Research  

Both technology decoupling as well as web services composition for the purpose of 
heightening the level of abstraction are well-known in SOA literature. Aspects such as 
automatic composition [6], matching the Quality of Services to what is requested and 
what is provided [7] and dynamic composition, e.g. on the basis of semantic 
information [8] have generated quite some interest.  

Due to the focus on integrated EIS, the reuse of existing components and the 
creation of right mappings are more important than automatic composition and 
dynamism [8]. Furthermore, dynamic matching undermines performance, which 
should be avoided in this context.  

Technological support for our approach is useful and has not been elaborated in 
this paper. This could be: 

• Technological support for the development of a mapping to determine whether a 
used web service “fits” the requirements of the high-level web service [7]. 

• Simplifying the composition mechanism for these specific purposes, e.g., 
describing and realizing the mapping in a model-driven manner.  

Moreover, methodological support is required to prevent “unconstrained” top-
down development. Developers should be supported in case there is a large difference 
in functionality between top-down derived business models and the legacy 
components.  

The approach presented is related to other (non-SOA) approaches to decoupling 
interfaces and languages. It is for example related to work on Database integration [9] 
where a federal database provides a newly modeled view on underlying databases that 
are integrated. It is also related to the so-called “data mapper” [10], and the Adapter 
and Bridge patterns [11], patterns for decoupling a client from an underlying 
implementation. 

5   Conclusion 

To develop an integrated Enterprise Information System both a top-down model 
driven development approach is needed as well as a bottom-up development. A 
standard top-down bottom-up linking however breaks the principle of top-down 
model driven development, as the process model is partly determined by the 
availability of components and data sources. Thus, a technology coupling is 
introduced that impairs the understandability and maintainability of the process 
model. 

This paper introduces a decoupling between full-fledged top-down development 
following the Model-driven Architecture (MDA) and bottom-up development in the 
context of a SOA. Full-fledged top-down development consists of a platform 
independent process model as well as a data model as normal in the MDA. The data-
model is used to generate so-called “high-level” web services. Thus a process model 
invokes these high-level web services and is no longer dependent of the availability of 
the bottom-up derived “low-level” web services of which the change can also not be 
controlled. The high-level web services are mapped using a simple design-time 
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composition to the bottom-up derived low-level web services. The mapping can 
buffer the unwanted impact of change. The simplicity of a design-time composition 
enables its direct application in industrial setting, this while more complex dynamic 
composition mechanisms are neither needed nor optimal for these purposes. 
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